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What is an interlocking font?

Example from “Calcula” by Shiva Nallaperumal (typotheque.com/articles/calcula)



Notice how “R” and “M” stay unaffected, but ther rest are significantly different. 


All interlocking fonts have multiple glyphs for a single letter.



Interlocking in Arabic Calligraphy



Square Kufic or Bannai Kufic script persianposts.com/tag/kufic



Diwani Jali diwanikraf.com/2015/10/19/diwani-jali-7



Interlocking in Latin fonts



Calcula by Shiva Nallaperumal typotheque.com/fonts/calcula



Master of poster by Fenotype fontspring.com/fonts/fenotype/master-of-poster



Mighty Mountain Font by Denise Chandler creativemarket.com/denilchan



Futuracha Pro by Odysseas be.net/gallery/47374155/Futuracha-Pro-Font



Interlocking in Indian scripts



‘Aksharayoga’ artwork by S.M. Wadisherla dsource.in/course/calligraphy/examples/aksharayogaarchaic



Letterbox India (by Ektype) (www.instagram.com/letterbox.india)



Interlocking Monograms of Ranjana Script wikipedia.org/wiki/Ranjana_script



Hand-painted hoardings by unknown artists



Previous Work



explorations











feedback from the jury

1. The chosen concept has a very subtle interaction between glyphs. Hence the 

"surprise element" that a typical interlocking font has is lacking.



2. The final font was "half baked". There should be alternate glyphs wherever the 

system of Interlocking fails



2. The visual feel of the font changed as you developed it. The charm of the 

lettering got lost in the process.



4. Some glyphs look odd because of following the rigid grid.





New explorations













feedback

1. Narrower font is better, the vertical space can be used to manupulate the 

skelaton of the glyphs.



2. Working on a font with more curves would be better learning experiance.



3. Make the basic glyphs set first and then make the system of interlocking (take 

cues from all the similar explorations) and then merge the two.



Concept



Final Font





Vertical Matra Proportion = 0.25:1:0.1

Internal Vertical Proportion = 1:30

Half height Internal Proportion = 1:14





System of interlocking



Basic concept



Interlocking with Matra











One right way to interlock?



One right way to interlock?



One right way to interlock?



everything comes together to save space











Limitations & further work

1. Completing the glyph set



2. Creating more wordmarks



3. Testing the font



4. Testing the legibility and speed of reading.



Samples















Final thoughts & learning



Thankyou


